Video caption detection, and evtraction is an important step for information retrieval in video databases. In this paper, we extract test information in video by fully utilizing the temporal information contained in the video. First we'create a binary abstract sequence from a video segment. By analyzing the statistical pixel changes in the sequence, we can effectively locate the (dis)appearing frames of captions. Finally we extract the captions to create a summay of the video segment.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, content-based image and video indexing and retrieval has been an active research area that attracts attention of many researchers. There are a large number of researches on contcnt-based video indexing using low-level features such as color, texmre, shape, In [8] we proposed a novel method to segment video text using temporal feature vector.s, but the caption (dis)appearance detection is still based on the ini'ormation in the spatial domain. In his paper, we present a method to achieve the entire caption detection and extraction processing by taking full advantage of temporal information.
ABSTRACT IMAGE SEQUENCE
By tracing the gray-level of each pixel in time over a sequence of consecutive frames, we use the brightness values of a pisel to form a vector, which is called the temporal feature vector (TFV); to describe the gray scale change of that pixel. Keeping on tracing the graylevel values through the whole segment, we observe that at a caption appearing frame, a number of background pixels turn to caption pixels; likewise, at a caption disappearing frame, a number of caption pisels turn to background pixels. Figure 1 shows some examples.
Based on the above observation, we design the following process to create a sequence of images that represents these collective actions more clearly First, we pick up the first 30 frames (i.e. frames pi, F,& and apply a supervised classification of the TFVs to cluster the pixels into caption and background. When a stable caption is contained in these frames, the caption pixels will be segmented and shown in the resulting binary image; otherwise, shown in the image are only some noise pixels, whose TFVs act like caption during this 30-frame-period. 'Then we move fonvard at a step length of 5 frames (i.e. move from [F,, FloJ Figure 2 gives a brief demonstration of this process and some examples of abstract images.
The selection of the number of frames in each period is based on the assumption that each caption is present at least 1 second, within which there are 30 frames as designed in many major video standards. Thus any caption appearing in at least 30 frames will produce at least one image in the abstract sequence.
CAPTION (D1S)APPEARANCE DETECTION
We call changes fmm background to caption positive changes, while changes from caption to background negative changes. The numbers of pixels taking these changes are calculated hy ipC1, = 1 PositiveClzmges = I l,+, AND NOT I , 1 pCli = I NegaliveChmges 1 , = 11, AND NOT I!+, 1 ,
where I, and I!+, denote two consecutive hinaty images in the abstract sequence. Since these images are binary, I, and Iz+l are logical matnces in which a fixe value corresponds to a caption pixel. /.I denotes nunher of tnie values in the matrix. Computing JPCJ and INCJ over the entire abstract sequence, we get two curves that describe statistically the state of pixels taking changes. Figure 3 shows these curves computed over a 5-minute movie segment.
The appearance of one caption implies a relatively large number of pixels taking positive changes at the same frame, which creates a peak in the IPCI c w e . Likewise, disappearance of one caption corresponds to a peak in the JNCI curve. By detecting the peak values in the lPCl and lNCl curves, we can locate the (dis)appearance of captions. We develop the following scheme to detect the caption changes. I . A global threshold U is set. For any lPCli 2 a, Fsi+l, the first frame corresponding to I,, is marked as the appearance frame of a caption. For any INCl,>_u, F5i+30, the last frame corresponding to 1,: is marked as the disappearance frame of a caption. 2. If there are more than one consecutive caption appearance frames without any disappearance frame between them, only the one with larger IPCl; is marked. 3. If there are more than one consecutive caption disappearance frames without any appearance frame between them, only the one with larger lNCli is marked.
Cases 2 and 3 are used to remove the errors caused by noise pixels that take positive or negative changes at the same time. Figure 4 shows a small part of the IPC/ and lNCl curves with the caption (dis)appearing m a r k found by our method, as well as the caption (dis)appearing frames manually labeled for comparison.
With the detected (dis)appearance, the whole video segment is divided into fractions, each containing the same caption text. Then each fraction is equidistantly resampled into 30 frames and sent to a final classification, to generate a summary image of the fraction. Detailed classification processing is described in [SI. Figure 5 shows some examples of the final results.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
To reduce the storage demand and time complexity, the implementation of our system is conducted as follows.
A few buffers and a flag are defined. They are: a FIFO (first-in-first-out) queue as frame buffer (FB), a previous abstract image buffer (PlB) which is for one binary image only, previous peak buffers, PC peak buffer (PCB), NC peak buffer (NCB), and an in-caption flag (ICF). At the beginning, the first 30 frames are read into FB and the segmentation result is stored in PIB. Then repeat the following procedure to compute final summaries directly.
I. When there is no caption, remove the first 5 frames in the FB and append 5 more from the video segment. Perform classification and calculate the current lPCl and lNC1 values by operations relative to PIB (see Eq. (1) With the above algorithm, we do not store the abstract image sequence and onlv buffer a limited number of frames of the video segment, so the storage requirement is small. The classification promss is simple and there is no other time-consuming operation, so the computation is at an acceptable level. The total time complexity of our algorithm is O(n) with I I being the number of frames in the video segment. The low computation of the algorithm makes it applicable to extracting text from large segments, e.g. an entire movie.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To test the performance of the proposed caption (dis)appearance detection algorithm, we extract IO000 consecutive frames from a US movie with Chinese captions, and manually select the appearance and disappearance frames as ground truth. There are totally 69 different captions in this segment, our system detected 65 of them, with only 1 false alam. The detect and missing rates are calculated by Another benchmark is the accuracy of the detected position of (dis)appearance boundary frames. The mean absolute error (MAE) and thc mean square root emor (MSRE) are calculated by MAE = mean( 1DetectedBoundaty-ActualBo"ndary) ) MSRE = (mean(Det~credBound~~-A~tualB~~~d~ty)z)"z are shown in the following table. As stated in section 2, the precision of our method is 5 frames (as we pick a step length of 5 frames). If the detected position of houndaly frame is within 5 frames from the actual boundary frame, the detection is regarded accurate.
Numher of accurate detections (ADN) and the rate of accurate detections (ADR) are also shown in the The final indexing key frames give a summary of captions contained in the video segment. These frames are of high quality and can he sent to OCR recognition. With the implementation scheme described in section 4, the computational complexity of our system is low. Our algorithm does not make any assumptions on the shape of the caption, i.e. we do not need the captions to be horizontal, constant size, certain font or fixed location.
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